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Grammar and structures list
The list below details what is new at A2 Flyers level. Candidates will be expected to know everything on this list in addition to the lists at 
Pre A1 Starters and A1 Movers levels. See the vocabulary lists for a comprehensive list of words in each category.

Examples

Verbs

(Positive, negative, question, imperative and short-answer forms, 
including contractions)

Past continuous (for interrupted actions and background setting) I was walking down the road when I saw her.
It was a very cold day and snow was falling.

Present perfect Have you ever been to the circus?
He’s just eaten his dinner.

Be going to It isn’t going to rain today.

Will Will you do your homework this evening?
I won’t buy her a CD because she doesn’t like music.

Might Vicky might come to the party.

May The bus may not come today because there is a lot of snow.

Shall for suggestions Shall we have a picnic in the park?

Could You could invite Robert to the football game.

Should Should we take a towel to the swimming pool?

Tag questions That’s John’s book, isn’t it?

Adverbs I haven’t bought my brother’s birthday present yet.

Conjunctions I didn’t want to walk home so I went on the bus.

If clauses (in zero conditionals) If it’s sunny, we go swimming.

Where clauses My grandmother has forgotten where she put her glasses.

Before/after clauses (not with future reference) I finished my homework before I played football.

Be/look/sound/feel/taste/smell like What’s your new teacher like?
That sounds like the baby upstairs. I think he’s crying.

Make somebody/something + adj That smell makes me hungry!

What time …? What time does the film start?

What else/next? What else shall I draw?

See you soon/later/tomorrow etc. See you next week, Mrs Ball!

Be made of The toy is made of wood.


